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“Premiumisation remains a strong trend in the chocolate
market. As references to provenance have become
prevalent in premium chocolate, going a step further and
educating consumers on how the taste of the chocolate is
influenced by the origin of the cocoa beans, could help
brands connect with consumers on a connoisseur level.”
– Anita Winther, Research Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Tapping into the connoisseur spirit can build engagement
Recommendations for pairing chocolate with drinks can unlock new and engaging usage
occasions
Scope for chocolate to capitalise on the strong appeal of energy-boosting ingredients

Volumes sales of chocolate have stagnated, posting mere 1% growth over 2012-17, with shrinking
pack sizes and the premiumisation trend both having dampened the volume performance. However,
that volumes have remained stable in the midst of the sugar debate is nonetheless a victory for the
category. Chocolate value sales, supported by inflation, rose by an estimated 11% over 2012-17
Work towards reaching PHE’s 20% sugar reduction target by 2020 is a priority for the category to
deflect calls for more severe measures such as bans on promotions or a sugar tax. While tailoring
portion sizes remains the most relevant tool for chocolate, interest in chocolate with sugar-free plantbased sweeteners suggests this as a promising means for companies to reformulate towards sugar
reduction targets, avoiding consumers’ ingrained suspicions of artificial sweeteners.
Meanwhile, while it is almost ubiquitous for premium chocolate products to spotlight the origin of the
cocoa beans, there is scope to tapping people’s connoisseur interest in how this affects the taste of the
chocolate to stand out in the premium chocolate market and heighten engagement with users.
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2014-17
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Mondelēz claims spot as top advertiser
Cadbury focuses on taste sensations in ‘Singles Sensations’ campaign
Cadbury “goes back to its roots” with new 2018 campaign
Cadbury support Easter range
Green & Black’s focuses on taste profile in first TV campaign
Figure 22: Total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on chocolate confectionery, by top 10
advertisers (sorted by 2017), 2014-17
Mars encourages consumers to disconnect with new Galaxy advert
Diversity remains at the centre of Maltesers’ advertising
Snickers campaign continues to cement hunger-busting message
Ferrero ups support for Thorntons
Kinder Bueno online campaign celebrates mundane adult tasks
Nestlé spotlights reformulations for Milkybar and KitKat…
…and continues focus on breaks for KitKat…
KitKat Senses supported with new campaign
Chocolate brands embrace pop-up experiences as marketing concept
Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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KitKat scores well on the fun factor
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Galaxy is widely seen as comforting
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Thorntons’ enjoys an indulgent image
Figure 32: User profile of Thorntons, April 2018
Toblerone’s unique shapes give differentiation
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Figure 33: User profile of Toblerone, April 2018
Kinder Bueno has a fun, family image
Figure 34: User profile of Kinder Bueno, April 2018
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Frequency of Eating Chocolate and Types Eaten
Most Brits eat chocolate more than once a week
Women and young consumers are core users
Figure 35: Frequency of eating chocolate, April 2018
Single-serve bars are most popular
Figure 36: Types of chocolate eaten, April 2018

Time of Day Chocolate is Eaten and Reasons for Eating Chocolate
Evening is peak time for eating chocolate
Figure 37: Time of day that chocolate is eaten, April 2018
Emotional links are key drivers for chocolate eating
Cravings are the main reason for eating chocolate
Self-rewarding sees many turn to chocolate
Chocolate helps many de-stress
Figure 38: Reasons for eating chocolate, by time of day, April 2018
Chocolate has a more functional role in the morning and afternoon

Qualities that Denote a Premium Chocolate
Ingredients are key indicators of premium qualities
Figure 39: Important qualities that denote a premium chocolate, April 2018
One in three associates high cocoa content with premium
Artisanship of handmade chocolate recognised by one in four
The young place greater emphasis on packaging

Interest in Chocolate Concepts
Chocolate with energy-boosting ingredients appeals to a fifth of users
Figure 40: Interest in product concepts in chocolate, April 2018
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Chocolate with plant-based sweeteners appeals especially to older people
Londoners are particularly interested in health-boosting herbs/spices
Smaller brands explore spice flavours
Chocolate with non-dairy milk appeals most to young women
Plant-based milk chocolate remains rare

Behaviours Relating to Chocolate
Budding connoisseur interest among chocolate eaters
Coffee category can provide inspiration
Figure 41: Behaviours relating to chocolate, April 2018
Adult drinks pairings interest 18-34-year-olds
Pairing recommendations in focus by smaller brands…
…but is also being mined by mainstream brands

Attitudes towards Chocolate
Dark chocolate is widely seen as healthier than milk chocolate
Raw chocolate has a heathier image among younger
Figure 42: Attitudes towards chocolate, April 2018
Interesting textures adds appeal to many
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